Walter,

Ask about the two holding.

Ed

From: Walter Shaub [mailto:wmshaub@oge.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2009 3:45 PM
To: Swindell, Edgar M. (HHS/OGC); Hall, Randall (HHS/OGC); Elizabeth Fischmann; Lorna Syme
Subject: Fwd: Responses re: Dr. Hamburg's Holdings

>> "Buchwald, Michael" 2/25/2009 2:14 PM >>>

Wait,

We are getting back to you on the following 4 items re: Dr. Hamburg's holdings:

Here is the additional information we would like to provide on each remaining issue:

Nonresponsive network information - not part of record

02/26/2009
Please let us know if you have any questions.

Thanks very much.

Sincerely,
Mike Buchwald

Michael F. Buchwald
O'Melveny & Myers LLP
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